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Abstract. In this work we propose a method to derive Stack Automata
[1] from context-free grammars with regular control languages [3]; by
slightly restricting the operation of the machine we obtain a bottom-up
parser which operates by reducing instances of the right-hand side of pro-
ductions in a sentencial form to the corresponding left-hand side; since
context-free grammars with regular control languages are Turing power-
ful and Stack Automata accept, at least, context-sensitive languages [2],
the resulting devices are indeed context-sensitive parsers.

In this work, we propose a practical way to build parsers for context-sensitive
languages following three steps:

1. Design a context-free grammar G with regular control set R for the target
language,

2. Build the finite automaton corresponding to the regular expression R,
3. Obtain the corresponding one-way stack automaton introduced in this paper.

One-way stack automata, which are able to write anywhere onto the stack
but only read once the input, are defined in [1], page 391, but in this paper their
operation will be restricted by the following constraints:

1. Pre-processing: Push the whole input string onto the stack,
2. Processing: Nondeterministically scan the stack from top to bottom in

order to determine some transition to be applied; if a match is found, then
perform the transition. Afterwards, make the stack pointer indicate the top
of the stack,

3. Halting Condition: Stop accepting the input just when the stack becomes
empty.

Let G = (N, T, P, S, R, F ) be a context-free grammar with regular control
language [3]. Note that the stack alphabet will be formed by the sentencial
forms generated by G.
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1. Obtain a completely specified deterministic finite automaton corresponding
to the regular expression R. Note that the input alphabet for this automaton
is {lhs/rhs : lhs → rhs ∈ P};

2. Invert the orientation of all its transitions and swap the roles of its initial and
final states. Convert the resulting machine into a deterministic finite-state
automaton;

3. For each transition p ∈ δ(q, lhs/rhs) in the automaton, add a new one
(p, 0, lhs) to the set defining δ(q, λ, (rhs)R) in the stack automaton;

4. For all final states of the deterministic finite automaton (item 2 above),
convert them into final states of the stack automaton;

5. Add a new a state to the stack automaton set of states and create a λ transi-
tion from this state to the initial state of the deterministic finite automaton.

The resulting machine is a context-sensitive parser. Next we show an illustrative
example.

Example. Parser for the Triple-Balanced Language, Parsing the Sen-
tence a3b3c3. The parser in this example has been constructed according to
the strategy described above, based on the following context-free grammar with
regular control set and without appearance checking G = ({S, A, B}, {a, b, c},
{p1, p2, p3, p4, p5}, S, p1(p2p3)∗p4p5, ∅) where: p1 = S → AB, p2 = A → aAb,
p3 = B → cB, p4 = A → ab, p5 = B → c.

q0 q2 q3 q4

q5

q1

(σ, λ, σ), ∀σ ∈ Σ

(λ, λ, λ) (λ, c, B) (λ, ba, A)

(λ, Bc, B)(λ, bAa, A)

(λ, BA, S)

Fig. 1. A Stack Automaton that accepts anbncn
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The table on the right
traces the parsing process
after pushing the input
string onto the stack. The
header marks the pars-
ing time, counted from
the moment the automa-
ton reaches state q2 on.

time 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
c B
c c B
c c c B
b b c c
b b b b B
b b b b c B
a a A A b b
a a a a A A B
a a a a a a A S

previous state q0 q2 q3 q4 q5 q4 q5 q4

applied production − p5 p4 p3 p2 p3 p2 p1

current state q2 q3 q4 q5 q4 q5 q4 q1
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